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Abstract 
With the development of modern technology and new corporate management 
theory, competition between companies is no longer the competition between single 
company. It becomes competition in all ranges such as product research and 
development, manufacture, distribution, sales and service. To face the challenge of 
both competition and corporation, companies are developing new business 
management theory of strategic supply chain management, changing from traditional 
supply business management. Since banks are mainly giving service to companies, 
they must follow these competition trends. Banks should discover the effect of 
supply chain management on banking and participate in excellent supply chain 
entities, try to give specialized financial service which can befit both supply chain 
companies and banks. 
This paper makes research on the effects of supply chain management to banks 
and innovatively develops the idea of supply chain credit. It believes that supply 
chain management gives a stable and credible credit environment and can be useful 
to develop specialized financing solutions. Banks can take part in the supply chain 
management, gives credit solution which participate in the capital flow and logistics 
of supply chain. By this way, banks can control the credit risk efficiently. This paper 
also finds that traditional credit has disadvantages and believes that supply chain 
credit is a reasonable, implemental practical solution from the financial technology 
aspect.  Supply chain credit also helps companies with a totally new credit method. 
This paper consists of eight chapters. Chapter one introduces the current credit 
theory of commercial banks, and then discusses the disadvantages of them. Chapter 
two introduces the knowledge of supply chain management, shows the effect of 
supply chain management on banks aspects, and then introduces the theory of supply 
chain credit. Chapter three shows the basis of supply chain credit, and the give out 
the difference between supply chain credit and traditional credit. Chapter four 
elaborates the elements which must be checked in supply chain credit, and then 
shows the differences with traditional credit. Chapter five designs new credit 
products base on supply chain credit such as capital flow credit products and 
logistics credit products. Chapter six discusses the market value of supply chain 
credit, exposes the risks of supply chain credit, and then gives out methods to 
prevent the risks. Chapter seven points out the practical character of supply chain 
credit by case analysis. Chapter eight comes to conclusions and suggests the 
following research. In general, this paper set up a frame of the new credit theory, 
which can be useful supplement of tradition credit theory.  
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一、 5C 原则 
传统上，银行授信对其客户信用评估多采用五 C 原则，即品格
（Character）、能力（Capacity）、资本（Capital）、担保品(Collateral)及企
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小企业难以得到银行融资支持。截止 2004 年底，安徽省全省中小企业 12.9 万，
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